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Edwin Black Exposes Zionist Link to Third Reich
Edwin Black demonstrates that the National Socialist Government of Germany was sympathetic to the
aspirations of the Jewish people to have a homeland of their own, and that Hitler laid the foundations of the
future Zionist state by encouraging the emigration of German Jews to Palestine. The financial clauses of the
transfer agreement generated the funds that led to the creation of the basic infrastructure of Jewish
Palestine.
Editorial Reviews
AN INCREDIBLE JOB. A passionate book certain to be controversial...(an) incredible job. -Chicago Sun-Times
SPELLBINDING. A spellbinding, excitingbook exploring new dramatic facets. Despite the voluminous literature
on the Third Reich, Mandate Palestine, modern Zionism and the Holocaust,this subject had not been
previously explored. It adds a significant new dimension to our understanding of this critical period.-- Sybil
Milton, Simon Wiesenthal Center
EXHAUSTIVE AND COMPELLING. Black has authored an exhaustive, compelling, well-written and edited work.
It is historical journalism at it is historical journalism at its best. --Alexander Zvielli, Jerusalem Post
METICULOUS, ESSENTIAL. Black...has meticulously documented this obscure but important slice of world
history...makes an essential contribution to an understanding of Israeli politics and the strife in the Middle
East today. --Gladwyn Hill, Los Angeles Times
OVERWHELMING AND COHESIVE. Edwin Black's research is striking in its dimension and scope. The vast
uncovering of source material and its extensive use are almost overwhelming. He succeeds in crystallizing
the various aspects of an almost worldwide problem into fluid and cohesive analysis. --Yoav Gelber, Yad
Vashem Israel Holocaust Memorial
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https://www.amazon.com/Transfer-Agreement-25th-Anniversary-Dramatic-Palestineebook/dp/B00AGJZGPE/ref=sr_1_6?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1503155948&sr=16&keywords=nazi+zionist

Zionist Banner Decreed Official Jewish Flag by Nazis
January 2, 1936
BERLIN (Dec. 31)
The Nazi authorities today decreed that the Zionist blue-white banner is the official Jewish flag and may be
displayed under protection of the police throughout Germany.
The decree is based on the flag law passed by the Reichstag at the Nuremberg session at which the antiJewish legislation was adopted. Jews are expressly forbidden by this law to display the German flag.
“It is up to the Jewish nation,” the decree states, “to decide for itself which are to be the colors of the Jewish
national flag, but until then the Zionists’ blue-white flag, together with the symbols of all the different Zionist
groups, is valid in the Reich as the Jewish flag and as such will be enjoying State protection.”
http://www.jta.org/1936/01/02/archive/zionist-banner-decreed-official-jewish-flag-by-nazis

